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If you could...Move around a few things in your house and get more love, luck, money and

happiness - why on earth wouldn't you?The practice of doing this is called Feng Shui.Doing

Feng Shui quickly and easily is what this book is all about.Learn, in minutes, the very quick

changes you can make in your home to attract:- Love- Money- Health- A Better Job- Creativity-

Fame- Family Harmony- And More

About the AuthorStephanie Gunning is a leading American editor and writer of books on

alternative therapies, spirituality, and self-help. An essential oils enthusiast, she loves to

suggest new ways to incorporate them into our lives to improve the health of our mind-body-

spirit.
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If you could...Move a few things around in your house and get more love, luck, money and

happiness - why on earth wouldn’t you?The practice of doing this is called Feng Shui.Doing

Feng Shui super easilyis what this book is all about.
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Getting Started

What’s Feng Shui?What happens in your house is what happens in your life. If you can change



what’s happening in your house - you can change what’s happening in your life and Feng Shui

shows you how to do just that!

The Two Ways to Do Feng ShuiStart with whichever way sounds easiest or most fun, and do

as much - or as little - as feels right with either (or both). Note: There’s some overlap in the

areas of your life where both methods can assist (e.g. both can help with love). Likewise,

there’s some uniqueness in each approach (e.g., the first approach can help with rest and the

second can help with travel). If you want to work on areas where there’s overlap, start with the

method that feels the best, and then do as much as you can as long as it feels right and

fun.The First Way (The Super Easiest)In Feng Shui, each room in your house symbolizes a

particular goal you might have, such as a better love life (your bedroom) or better health (your

kitchen).Using the following list, decide which room you want to start with. Then, go to that

room’s page in the book and add or remove as many of the listed items as possible.Bedroom:

For Restful Sleep and PassionLiving Room: For Enjoyment and Your Social LifeKitchen: For

Health

Bathroom: For VitalityDining Room: For Holding onto Health and WealthFront Door: For Your

Career and the Overall Energy of Your HomeYard: For The Energy that Surrounds YouOffice /

Cube: For Your Success and EmpowermentClosets & Drawers: For What You Hold On ToThe

Second Way (Also Incredibly Easy)Every room in your home can be divided into nine parts.

Each individual part is symbolic of the nine different goals you may have where Feng Shui can

help:MoneyFame & Your ReputationLove & MarriageFamily (Friends &

Community)HealthCreativity & ChildrenSkills & KnowledgeCareerHelpful People & Travel
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Ylva H Erevall, “Feng Shui easy to understand. Lazy Luck is super easy to understand and
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gives you a way to quickly apply Feng Shui knowledge to approve your everyday life without

spending hours of reading up on it. It's a jump start and then you can dig deeper as I can

promise you will get hooked. I actually took a virtual workshop with Linda and we sent in

pictures of rooms and areas we wanted to work on and she gave insightful tips how to change

things around. I applied what she taught me and I actually noticed a change. Can highly

recommend both purchasing the book and taking either a workshop or scheduling a private

with Linda!”

zaineb alkoraishi, “Feng Shui for the lazy. This is a great book if you want to make some

changes, but don't want to spend days and days rearranging your home and life.Quick, easy

and fun....highly recommend :)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Feng Shui must buy. I have used Feng Shui in my homes over the last 40

years with much success but fell off the band wagon after a recent remodel. I read this book

and it has become my "go to" book as we are in the midst of downsizing. Lazy Luck has

helped me pitch items with chips, give away or sell things I haven't used in years, moved

pictures, paint a wall and moved a bed where I have found peace and comfort again, especially

after months of chaos. A perfect gift for the person moving into their first apartment/home and

for the older friend who is downsizing all those treasures collected over the years.  A must buy!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Easy to understand and even easier to implement!. When I first got

Linda's Feng Shui book, I read it cover to cover immediately. I have tried to follow other Feng

Shui products and have found many controversial methods. I usually gave up trying to

incorporate the methods as it just got to complicated. So I was so anxious to find out what

Linda had to say.....I was so very pleasantly surprised and impressed. I was able to walk

around my home and make some suggested changes. It seemed so obvious......How was this

ever so complicated? She has written her methods in such an understandable way not only

describing the what but also the why, that way you can determine for yourself what needs to be

done. If for some reason you have more technical questions, she is available to assist is

whatever you need. She is the greatest! She has a kind heart and it shows in her work on this

book.”

Kristie L. Shevin, “Feng Shui The Super Easy Way!. For anyone looking for an easy, fun guide

to Feng Shui, this is a great book. It's broken down in a number of different ways - by room, by

goal (love, health, creativity, wisdom, career, etc) and this breakdown is awesome for being

able to target specific goals or rooms in your home that you feel need energy shifts. A few tips

in particular that I feel have worked in our home are in regards to money, the placement of

spare change, the containers the change is in, the right types of plants that symbolize coins,

etc. After implementing these tips, I believe money started flowing more freely into our lives. I

read the book front to back, but you could just read about specific areas you want to work on.

This book would also make a lovely gift. I highly recommend!”

Vanessa E., “Best book on this topic!. This is the best book written on this topic! I am an

Interior Designer and have some formal training in Feng Shui … but found it to be so rigid. The

techniques and simple steps described in this book are fabulous! I find that I keep the book

close by for myself, and any work I do for my clients. The author has simplified this process so

wonderfully that ANYONE can do this, and increase their happiness in their lives. Starting with

the front door. Highly recommend to anyone that has never learned about Feng Shui, and



even those that have studied it.”

S. Soder, “It really is super easy and also fun!. Lazy Luck: Get Money, Love, and Happiness

with Feng Shui (The Super Easy Way) by Linda Rubright is currently my favorite reference

book, and perhaps my favorite home-decorating book of all time! The format is simple and

easy (super easy!) to flip through. I just bought my own home and am enjoying creating one

small habit and adding one small new item at a time. Examples of these include keeping the

front walk and entryway free of clutter and buying a fresh new doormat. With the help of this

book, I do the same thing to each room in the house as I feel ready. Using Linda's techniques,

I’ve increased my confidence and creativity and my plants are flourishing. I am completely in

love with my new home and feel peaceful in it, and owe Linda and her book immense gratitude.”

Lostpride, “Muy util. Me ha sido muy útil. la explicación es muy clara. lo recomiendo”

The book by Linda Rubright has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 42 people have provided feedback.
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